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Abstract  41 
Cotranslational protein folding can facilitate rapid formation of functional 42 
structures. However, it could also precipitate premature assembly of protein 43 
complexes, if two interacting nascent chains are in close proximity. Through 44 
an analysis of protein structures, we show that homomeric contacts are 45 
enriched towards the C-termini of polypeptide chains across proteomes, 46 
which we hypothesize is the result of evolutionary selection for folding to 47 
occur prior to assembly. Using high-throughput imaging of homomers in vivo 48 
in E. coli, as well as engineered constructs with N- and C-terminal 49 
oligomerization domains, we show that proteins with C-terminal homomeric 50 
interface residues indeed consistently assemble more efficiently than those 51 
with N-terminal interface residues. With in vivo, in vitro and in silico 52 
experiments, we identify features of protein sequence and cellular 53 
environment that govern successful assembly of homomers, which have 54 
implications for protein design and expression optimization.  55 
 56 
  57 
 3 
Introduction 58 
Early in protein synthesis, a nascent chain begins to sprout from the 59 
ribosome’s exit tunnel into the crowded cytoplasm. Some nascent chains will 60 
then fold concomitantly with translation, a process known as cotranslational 61 
folding1-3. Cotranslational folding is thought to have evolved to protect nascent 62 
chains from non-specific interactions with folded proteins, or from 63 
entanglement with other nascent chains.  64 
 While cotranslational folding, or folding proximal to the process of 65 
translation, can protect proteins from aggregation, it may also harbor a risk for 66 
homomers, which are protein complexes comprised of multiple identical 67 
subunits. Homomers are extremely common in all organisms, particularly 68 
prokaryotes, and are involved in all major cellular functions4,5. If a homomeric 69 
nascent chain folds during or soon after translation, it may also assemble6,7. We 70 
have coined the term translational milieu to describe the environment around a 71 
transcript that is being translated by ribosomes. Assembly of a nascent chain 72 
can occur with (i) a neighboring nascent chain being translated from the same 73 
mRNA, (ii) a proximal, mature subunit that was recently released from the 74 
same mRNA, or (iii) a nascent chain, or (iv) a mature protein that was 75 
translated by another copy of the mRNA in the same region of the cell6 (Figure 76 
1).   77 
All of these scenarios constitute homomer assembly in the translational 78 
milieu. Importantly, for all these scenarios, misassembly could occur if 79 
assembly forces unfolded, partially folded or freshly folded parts of the 80 
polypeptide into extremely close proximity. This means that partially folded 81 
protein segments have an increased likelihood of interacting in a non-specific 82 
manner, thus increasing the chance of protein misassembly and aggregation.  83 
 Multi-domain proteins with repeats of domains of high sequence 84 
similarity have previously been shown to misfold through native-type 85 
interactions across different chains, resulting in a “domain-swap” scenario of 86 
chain entanglement and misfolding8. In these multi-domain proteins, the close 87 
proximity of similar domains increases the risk of misassembly, thus exerting 88 
evolutionary selection pressure9. The importance of sufficient folding time 89 
prior to the exposure of the unfolded nascent chain to the cellular environment 90 
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has been well-studied, both as a function of translation rate10,11 and the 91 
requirement of folding of one domain prior to its exposure to the next 92 
translated domain10.  93 
For homomeric proteins, in addition to the synchronization between 94 
folding and translation, there is the constraint of coordinating assembly. 95 
Therefore, we hypothesize that evolutionary constraints must exist to ensure 96 
sufficient folding time prior to assembly. Specifically, if the position of 97 
interface-forming residues is such that they are translated first, i.e. at the N-98 
terminal regions, this could allow incompletely translated chains to begin to 99 
assemble. If interface-forming residues are C-terminal, it is more likely to 100 
promote efficient assembly, as translation and folding of the majority of the 101 
protein would be completed prior to initiation of assembly. 102 
  103 
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Results  104 
Homomeric but not heteromeric interface-residues have a C-terminal bias 105 
The assembly of a complex is strongly dependent on the availability of its 106 
subunits. Once the residues that participate in assembly fold, whether co- or post-107 
translationally, assembly can occur. However, such an assembly will force other 108 
partially unfolded parts of the protein to be in close proximity, increasing the risk of 109 
misassembly. To allow sufficient time for folding prior to assembly, we 110 
hypothesized that one way of minimizing the potential for misassembly would 111 
be to localize interface residues towards the C-terminus of the polypeptide 112 
chain. Therefore, we examined the locations of homomeric and heteromeric 113 
interface residues in a large set of non-redundant structures. 114 
Our calculations showed a relative enrichment of residues forming 115 
homomeric interfaces from N- to C-termini, considering all proteins in our 116 
dataset (see Supplementary Methods, “Structural analysis of interface 117 
location”). Strikingly, there is a highly significant tendency for interfaces to be 118 
formed by residues in the C-terminal halves of proteins (Figure S1). Overall, 119 
there is an 11.3% greater chance that a given point on a protein’s surface will 120 
be involved in a homomeric interface if it is located on the C-terminal half of the 121 
protein relative to the N-terminal half. This trend is also conserved across 122 
evolution (Figure 2A-B), and outliers in either direction can be explained by the 123 
small datasets for these species (i.e. P. horikoshii and R. norvegicus, Figure 124 
S1F). Finally, when bacterial or eukaryotic complexes are considered 125 
collectively, a significant enrichment in C-terminal interface residues is also 126 
conserved for each group. 127 
The C-terminal enrichment of interface residues holds across different 128 
types of homomers. When we group proteins on the basis of their length, the 129 
significant C-terminal enrichment is observed across short and long proteins 130 
(Figure S2A). Moreover, we also observe significant C-terminal enrichments for 131 
homomers belonging to different symmetry groups. In contrast, for homomers 132 
with asymmetric structures, which we know are mostly the result of 133 
quaternary structure assignment errors and thus likely to have non-biological 134 
interfaces19, there is no C-terminal interface enrichment (Figure S2A). Overall, 135 
this consistent enrichment of interface-forming residues in the C-terminal 136 
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halves of homomers provides strong evidence of selection pressure on this 137 
evolutionary feature of protein sequences.  138 
It is also interesting to note that the interface enrichment from N- to C-139 
termini is not completely uniform. Instead, there are two peaks of interface 140 
enrichment, centered at approximately 0.65 and 0.95. The precise origin of this 141 
is unclear as it is seen in different evolutionary groups and in proteins of 142 
different lengths. However, it is notable that this two-peak trend is much 143 
stronger in homomers with larger dihedral and cyclic symmetries, as compared 144 
to C2 symmetric dimers. This suggests that it might be due to dihedral and 145 
cyclic homomers requiring at least two distinct interface-forming surface 146 
patches to assemble, whereas C2 dimers require only a single surface19. 147 
Our measure of interface enrichment is already normalized for the amount 148 
of surface area exposed from N-to-C termini. However, to clarify this even 149 
further we have added a new Figure S3B, in which the relative interface 150 
enrichment and surface enrichment are presented separately. This shows that 151 
there is some tendency for proteins to expose more surface area towards their 152 
C-termini, while residues near the N-terminus are more likely to be buried. 153 
However, the interface enrichment is much stronger than the surface area 154 
trend.. 155 
The local concentration of homomeric proteins in the translational milieu is 156 
higher for homomers than heteromers on average, due to polyribosomes in 157 
both eukaryotes and prokaryotes, and co-transcriptional translation in 158 
bacteria. Therefore, there should be a lower propensity for premature assembly 159 
in heteromers, leading us to predict a weaker bias toward C-terminal interface 160 
enrichment for heteromers. Indeed, there is only a slight 1.6% interface 161 
enrichment in the C-terminal halves of heteromers, which is far weaker than for 162 
homomers and not statistically significantly (Figure S1C). Moreover, when split 163 
up on the basis of species or evolutionary group, the results are not consistent 164 
(Figure S1D-E). Bacteria have a slight interface-enrichment in their N-terminal 165 
halves, while eukaryotes and archaea have insignificant enrichments in their C-166 
terminal halves. This suggests that the interface enrichment we observe relates 167 
to an evolutionary pressure specific to homomers.  168 
 169 
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In vivo screen confirms increased misassembly of homomers with N-170 
terminal interface enrichment  171 
We carried out an in vivo image-based high-throughput screen with a set of 611 172 
native E. coli homomers (Figure 2C-E). A flowchart summarizing the 173 
methodology is in Figure S3A.  Briefly, we over-expressed a C-terminal GFP-174 
fused version of each homomer20, and applied a supervised machine-learning 175 
approach to automatically analyze the images of approximately one thousand 176 
cells per protein. The intensity of the fluorescence signal reflects the stability of 177 
the homomer21. For simplicity, cells were assigned to one of two groups: cells 178 
with homogeneous GFP signal throughout the cell, which we will refer to as 179 
‘Green’ cells, and cells without GFP signal, which we will refer as ‘Dark’ cells. 180 
While ‘Green’ cells indicate a folded and soluble protein, ‘Dark’ cells may 181 
indicate on one of two scenarios: (i) the protein has an expression level that is 182 
below the detection limit or (ii) the protein aggregates prior to proper folding, 183 
as GFP folds cotranslationally22. By performing Western Blot analysis, we 184 
excluded ‘Dark’ homomers with low expression and only ‘Dark’ homomers 185 
were retained that have comparable expression levels to ‘Green’ ones (Figure 186 
2E, Supplementary Data Sets 1 and 2). These procedures resulted in 203 ‘Green’ 187 
and 109 ‘Dark’ homomers.  188 
Next, we asked whether high aggregation tendency correlates with N-189 
terminal enrichment of homomeric interface residues, which would support the 190 
above analysis of protein structures. Indeed, the homomers that were 191 
associated with ‘Dark’ cells were significantly enriched in N-terminal interface 192 
residues as compared to the soluble homomers, i.e. ‘Green’ cells, which have 193 
more interface residues in the C-terminal halves of the chains (Figure 2).  194 
When homomers were grouped on the basis of their length or relative 195 
interface size (interface-size/total surface-size), the enrichment of interface 196 
residues in the N-terminal half remained evident for ‘Dark’ homomers as 197 
compared to ‘Green’ ones across all categories (Figure S3B and S3C, 198 
respectively). Thus, in line with the results of the structural analysis, neither 199 
length-dependent folding rate nor relative interface size appear to be major 200 
determinants of this phenomenon. Last, we retained only homomers with 201 
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cytoplasmic cellular localization (Figure S3D). The relative enrichment of N-202 
terminal interface residues in the ‘Dark’ group was still present.       203 
 204 
The position of the oligomerization domain determines assembly and 205 
solubility in engineered constructs 206 
A possible explanation for the C-terminal preference for interface residues 207 
is selection against detrimental premature assembly, or misassembly, as 208 
indicated by the in vivo screen. The synthesis of the interface early in 209 
translation, i.e. at the N- rather than C-terminus, increases the propensity for 210 
assembly to occur during, or soon after translation. Although such early 211 
assembly may be beneficial for some proteins6,23, it can also lead to 212 
misassembly due to an increase in nonspecific interactions between partially 213 
unfolded nascent chains (Figure 1).  214 
To test this and dissect the underlying mechanism of the observed N- 215 
versus C-terminal bias, we built a library of constructs that reflects the different 216 
characteristics of homomers, where each construct is comprised of three 217 
components (See also Table S1, Supplementary Note 1 and Figure S4A): (i) A 218 
short amino acids oligomerization domain (Tet) placed at either the N- or C-219 
terminus of the constructs. Conveniently, a single amino-acid substitution in 220 
this small domain determines whether the domain forms tetramers, dimers, or 221 
remains monomeric in its folded state14,15  222 
 Homomers must often assemble very close to their translation 223 
environment due to macromolecular crowding, which limits diffusion rates, 224 
and the Tet domain is even more likely to do so. First, the Tet oligomerization 225 
domain has a low (~nM) dissociation constant24, which supports in vivo 226 
observations that Tet exists as oligomers14. Second, Tet folds and assembles 227 
faster than its translation rate12, which means it is expected to fold soon after it 228 
exits the ribosome tunnel, folding cotranslationally as observed previously13. 229 
Therefore, if positioned at the N-terminus, Tet is likely to oligomerize during 230 
translation of the reporter domain, i.e. cotranslationally. However, if positioned 231 
at the C-terminus, the short Tet domain can only assemble after leaving the 232 
ribosome exit tunnel, constituting the last amino acids to be translated. 233 
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Using ESI-MS, we confirm that the tetrameric constructs can generate 234 
tetrameric quaternary structures, and the monomeric consists of a single 235 
subunit (Figure S4E-H).  236 
(ii) The second component is the reporter domain, which was chosen based on 237 
a detectable signal and folding rate. The reporters, YFP, two versions of GFP 238 
and Luciferase, are each comprised of a few hundred amino acids. (Sequences 239 
provided in Supplementary Methods). Thus, their translation is orders of 240 
magnitude longer than the Tet folding-rate12,16,17, considering that bacterial 241 
translation rates are on the order of 10-20 amino acids per second18.  242 
(iii) The third component of the constructs is a linker separating the Tet 243 
oligomerization domain and the reporter. The linker was designed to be flexible 244 
and of diverse lengths. The length effectively controls the local concentration of 245 
the oligomerization domain, because the linker enforces a spatial separation 246 
between any oligomerization domains emanating from ribosomes on the same 247 
mRNA molecule. Three different linkers were used: a short-linker (SL), which is 248 
a five amino acid (aa), glycine-based linker. The medium-linker (ML) and long-249 
linker (LL) are comprised of the lipoyl domains of the dihydrolipoyl 250 
acetyltransferase enzyme27. The medium linker (ML) is 50aa long, which is the 251 
lipoyl domain from B. stearothermophilus, and the long linker (LL) is 100aa 252 
long, which also contains the lipoyl domain from E. coli28,29. The library is 253 
divided into sub-libraries according to the reporter domain and the linker 254 
length (Table S1). 255 
We first investigated two constructs with identical domain composition: 256 
an oligomerization domain (Tet) connected to a reporter (YFP) by a short 257 
linker (SL) on either its N- or C-terminus. Both constructs form the same 258 
tetrameric quaternary structure (Figure S4E-G). Interestingly, and in 259 
agreement with the analysis of the bioinformatics and high-throughput analysis 260 
in E. coliassays, we observed, a significant difference in fluorescence levels 261 
between the two constructs using confocal microscopy (Figure 3A). This is a 262 
remarkable difference considering the similarities of the proteins in sequence 263 
composition and quaternary structure (Figure S4). Importantly, expression 264 
levels were very similar based on Western blotting (Figure 3B and S4D). 265 
However, and in agreement with the microscopy data, a clear difference was 266 
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observed in protein solubility,: only YFP-SL-Tet showed a band in the soluble 267 
fraction, indicating a folded state, while Tet-SL-YFP was found in the insoluble 268 
fraction. We can thus conclude that the difference in fluorescence is due to 269 
post-translational events.  270 
Quantifying the above effect using flow cytometry, we found that the 271 
fluorescence is over an order of magnitude higher for the construct with the 272 
tetramerization domain at the C-terminus versus the N-terminus. This is in the 273 
same range as the difference observed in the in vivo high-throughput screen 274 
(Figure 2). Using a mutated, dimeric construct, which cannot form 275 
tetramers14,15, we observed the same C- versus N-terminal fluorescence 276 
increase as for the tetrameric variant (Figure S4B-C), suggesting that the 277 
misassembly rates in these constructs are a function of assembly per se rather 278 
than a specific oligomeric state.  279 
Interestingly, co-expression with the Tet-peptide significantly reduces 280 
misassembly (Figure 3E). The expression of Tet-SL-YFP, with or without the 281 
peptide, was normalized to a monomeric variant that does or does not co-282 
express the peptide, respectively. The rapid association kinetics of the 283 
tetrameric variant24 and its high expression25 (not the case for the p53 full-284 
length protein26) can explain this rescue, likely by masking the homomeric 285 
interface of the Tet-SL-YFP polypeptide by the Tet-peptide to prevent 286 
misassembly. In summary, analysis of expression and correct assembly of 287 
engineered constructs support a crucial role for the position of the 288 
oligomerization domain at the N- versus C-terminus. 289 
 290 
Extending linker length reduces misassembly 291 
We next sought to assess the effect of a long and flexible linker to the fate of 292 
the protein’s stability. Three different linkers were used as described above.  293 
For each sub-library, a monomeric variant was generated as a control by 294 
introducing a single point mutation in the Tet sequence. Thus we were able to 295 
calculate the ratio of fluorescence intensity between the tetrameric versus 296 
monomeric variants to quantify the contribution of homomerization to 297 
misassembly (Figure 4A). 298 
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Importantly, the three monomeric constructs, which differ in the length of 299 
their linker, showed a similar level of fluorescence (Figure S5). In contrast, the 300 
fluorescence intensity of the tetrameric constructs increases with increasing 301 
linker length. The ratio of the fluorescence of the tetramer-to-monomer strains 302 
of each linker showed a positive correlation between the length of the linker 303 
and the extent of correct assembly of the protein (Figure 4B). These results 304 
suggest that the increase in linker length is proportional to successful assembly 305 
rates. This could be as a result of the distance between the domains, or because 306 
the linker buffers non-specific interactions between the oligomerization and 307 
reporter domains, as the linker is soluble and globular.  308 
 309 
Fast folding of the reporter promotes efficient assembly  310 
The balance between translation and folding rate is crucial for the fate of 311 
synthesized proteins. For example, changes in translation rates via a small 312 
number3 or even a single30 synonymous substitution of a rare to abundant 313 
tRNA codon changes the translation-folding balance and affects folding 314 
efficiency31. This is because slower translation rates provide a longer co-315 
translational folding time32.  316 
To examine the role of protein folding rate in misassembly, we used two 317 
monomeric GFP variants with different folding rates: a fast folding GFP variant 318 
(fGFP)33 and a wild-type variant (GFP) with a slow folding rate34. In order to 319 
isolate the effect of folding rate, we used a long linker, as it maintains the same 320 
fluorescence level for both monomeric and tetrameric variants of the fast 321 
folding YFP (Figure 4). As expected, using confocal microscopy, the monomeric 322 
and tetrameric fGFP variants presented similar fluorescence levels (Figure 4C-323 
D). This similarity to the YFP results is not surprising, as fGFP and YFP share 324 
the three fast folding mutations (F64L, V68L, S72A) located at the center of the 325 
beta-barrel33.  326 
In contrast, the slow folding GFP (GFP) showed a significant difference 327 
between the monomeric and tetrameric variants. To quantify these 328 
observations, we used flow cytometry under the same experimental conditions. 329 
While the monomeric and tetrameric fGFP variants have essentially the same 330 
fluorescence levels, the tetrameric GFP has ~3.5-fold lower fluorescence than 331 
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the monomeric GFP variant (Figure 4D). Interestingly, by culturing the cells 332 
with the tetrameric and monomeric GFP variants at 18°C, the observed 333 
difference was reduced significantly (Figure S5). 334 
 Luciferase (Luc) is a long, two-domain and slow folding protein, with a 335 
completely different architecture to the beta-barrel fluorescent proteins. We 336 
cloned a Luciferase sub-library with both short- and long linkers (Table S1). 337 
Similar to the trend observed for the other reporter genes, the tetrameric Luc 338 
variant with either a short- or long-linker, had a lower luminescence level, 339 
which indicates a higher misassembly rate compared to the monomeric Luc 340 
variants (Figure S6). 341 
 342 
Misassembly and recovery using an in vitro translation system to tune 343 
mRNA:ribosome ratio 344 
To further investigate whether this phenomenon occurs cotranslationally 345 
or soon after, i.e. in the translational milieu, we expressed the constructs in the 346 
PURE in vitro translational system, which is a well characterized system that 347 
allows full control of all required components and their concentration35. For 348 
example, by increasing the [mRNA:ribosome] ratio, translation occurs under 349 
monosomic rather than polysomic conditions, thus decreasing the probability 350 
of nascent chains interacting with each other proximal to their translation sites.  351 
 We first examined monomeric versus tetrameric long linker GFP variants 352 
(Figure 5). The levels of correctly folded reporter translated at high ribosome 353 
density, i.e. low [mRNA:ribosome] ratio, were quantified as the ratio of 354 
[fluorescence to protein expression level] (Figure S7). The tetrameric variant 355 
had ~6-fold lower fluorescence level than its monomeric counterpart (Figure 356 
5A), which is in agreement with the in vivo results. Moreover, for the fast 357 
folding fGFP reporter, the difference between the monomeric and tetrameric 358 
variants was much lower, with only ~2-fold difference. To examine the 359 
generality of these findings, we investigated the Luc reporter both in vivo and in 360 
vitro (Figure S6). The tetrameric variant with either short- or long-linker, had a 361 
lower luminescence level, which indicates a higher misassembly rate compared 362 
to the monomeric variants. 363 
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 By decreasing the [mRNA:ribosome] ratio by 150-fold, the probability of 364 
polyribosome formation is drastically reduced. Therefore, the local 365 
concentration of the nascent chains, and consequently their probability to 366 
assemble during or soon after translation, significantly decreases. It is worth 367 
mentioning that both polysomic and monosomic reactions had a similar total 368 
expression level at the time that the measurements were taken (Figure S7). 369 
This is due the fact that a sufficient time was given for both reactions to reach 370 
saturation (See also Supplementary Methods). Therefore, there are two major 371 
differences between the two conditions, that both affect the translation milieu: 372 
the proximity between translating nascent chains, and the accumulation rate of 373 
the translated protein as it increases in the translation milieu.    374 
The results of the fGFP and Luciferase sub-libraries under monosomic and 375 
polysomic conditions also support the proposed hypothesis. For example, the 376 
low local concentration of nascent chains, as in the monosomic condition, 377 
rescues misassembly of the slow folding Luc reporter (Figure 5B and Figure 378 
S6). Moreover, and in contrast to Luc, the fast folding fGFP tetrameric variant 379 
showed only a marginal difference between the two conditions, and no 380 
difference was observed for its monomeric variants.   381 
  382 
Some chaperones reduce in vitro misassembly  383 
The selectivity of the PURE system allows us to test the effect of different 384 
chaperones groups on rescuing constructs from misassembly (Figure 5 and 385 
Figure S8). We tested three chaperone groups. The first includes DnaK, DnaJ 386 
and GrpE, (KJE-mix). The second includes GroEL and GroES, namely GroE-mix, 387 
and the third is Trigger Factor (TF). The TF ribosome-associated chaperone 388 
interacts directly with unfolded nascent polypeptide chains as they emerge 389 
from the ribosome exit tunnel36, allowing small domains to fold under its 390 
“cradle”.  It has been shown to have little effect on rescue of cotranslational 391 
misassembly7. This is in full agreement with our results as TF showed no 392 
significant effect (Figure S8).  393 
On the other hand, the KJE-mix had the largest effect of all chaperone groups, 394 
an effect that correlates with the proteins’ oligomeric state. Interestingly, the 395 
overall profile of the chaperones correlated with the proteins’ folding rate of 396 
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the reporter rather than their fold similarities. For example, the effect on the 397 
slow folding tetrameric protein GFP is more similar to the tetrameric Luc rather 398 
than to fGFP, with which it shares >95% sequence similarity. Last, the GroEL 399 
mix had an effect only on the tetrameric variants with relatively slow folding, 400 
i.e. GFP and Luc, but not their corresponding monomeric variants. This is in 401 
agreement with previous work showing that reactivation of (monomeric) Luc 402 
was observed with a KJE-mix, but not with Gro-mix37,38.  403 
 KJE should interact with GFP and Luc to aid their folding, e.g. Ref39. 404 
From our data, we cannot tell whether the chaperones interact with the 405 
constructs prior to the translation of GFP or Luc. Examining high throughput 406 
data of previous work in E. coli40, we investigated interaction enrichment of 407 
homomers and heteromers with chaperones. We could find a significant 408 
number of E. coli homomeric complexes interacting with chaperones, although 409 
no significant difference is detected between homomeric and heteromeric 410 
complexes (Figure S8). Nevertheless, it is clear that these chaperones reduce 411 
the overall misassembly level, which provides some explanation for why 412 
homomeric contacts are tolerated in N-terminal positions in naturally 413 
occurring proteins, albeit at a lower rate than expected by chance.  414 
 415 
In silico simulations visualize cotranslational assembly  416 
To estimate the probability of nascent chain interactions occurring in the 417 
context of polyribosomes, and to gain insight into the mechanism of 418 
cotranslational assembly at atomic detail, we carried out in silico simulations of 419 
translation, folding and assembly. We used coarse-grained residue-level 420 
Brownian-dynamics simulations for three representative constructs with the 421 
YFP reporter. We focused on an inter-ribosomal geometry identified in 422 
tomographic reconstructions of experimentally determined E. coli ribosomes41, 423 
which has two peptide exit tunnels in close proximity. Using this model, we 424 
observed cotranslational folding and assembly, posttranslational assembly, and 425 
simulations where no assembly occurs (Figure 6 and Videos S1-3, doi: 426 
https://figshare.com/s/48830eb9d72a80065d4a).  427 
We found that in simulations of the ribosomal synthesis of tetrameric N-428 
terminal constructs (Tet-SL-YFP), cotranslational assembly of the constructs 429 
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occurred in 90% of the simulations. As a result of this high-frequency 430 
cotranslational assembly, intermolecular interactions of the YFP domains 431 
occurred in 75% of the simulations (see also Figure S9). These intermolecular 432 
interactions likely represent misassembly events that inhibit the development 433 
of the fluorescence of the naturally monomeric YFP domain. 434 
 Extending the linker connecting the Tet and the YFP, decreases 435 
misassembly-like events. The reason was not due to a decrease in 436 
cotranslational assembly events mediated by the Tet domains, which are 437 
similar to the short linker construct, but due to fewer YFP-YFP interactions. 438 
These results correlated well with the in vivo and in vitro results, again 439 
highlighting the ameliorating role of the long linker between the 440 
oligomerization domain and reporter domains, as a diluter of the local 441 
concentration of the domains. 442 
The simulations of tetrameric C-terminal construct (YFP-SL-Tet) showed 443 
much less frequent cotranslational assembly events, in agreement with our 444 
experimental results. When assembly did occur, it was a posttranslational 445 
event, or occurred as the newly synthesized chains were in the process of 446 
diffusing away from the ribosome exit tunnels. As a consequence, and as 447 
expected from our hypothesis, intermolecular interactions of YFP to YFP were 448 
rare events for the C-terminal construct.  449 
These results indicate a clear relationship between the positioning of the 450 
Tet domain and the likelihood of misassembly events preventing the reporter 451 
domain’s fluorescence.   452 
 453 
Homomer misassembly reduces fitness and mediate negative selection 454 
To assess the degree of homomer misassembly on the global fitness of E. 455 
coli, we measured the real-time growth-rates of strains expressing the YFP, 456 
fGFP and GFP sub-libraries and compared strains with N- or C-terminal 457 
constructs. In agreement with the other approaches used in this work, we 458 
found that YFP showed no significant difference between the growth rates of 459 
the monomeric and @C-tetrameric variants, which are both different to the 460 
@N-tetrameric variants (Figure S10).  A significant trend in favor of monomeric 461 
over @N-tetrameric variants was also observed for fGFP and GFP. 462 
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Under similar settings, the two YFP tetrameric constructs were expressed 463 
in E. coli and examined using complex immuno-precipitation and proteomics 464 
characterization experiments. We found a five-fold increase in the chaperone 465 
HtpG, a bacterial homologue of Hsp90, for the tetrameric N-terminal construct 466 
(Supplementary Data Set 3). These in vivo results suggest that misassembly 467 
represents a burden to the cell that has a direct effect on growth rate and thus 468 
cellular fitness. This selection pressure will ultimately affect the position of 469 
residues involved in homomerization. 470 
 471   472 
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Discussion  473 
A protein’s amino acid sequence determines its structure, stability and 474 
interactions with other biomolecules. For homomeric proteins, which dominate 475 
protein quaternary structure space, the relationship between these parameters 476 
is only partially understood4,6,42. The stability of the monomer, meaning its 477 
capacity to maintain the correct fold, is crucial for the stability of the entire 478 
complex. However, assembly, i.e. the protein’s native interactions with another 479 
identical chain to form a homomeric complex, can occur once the interface 480 
residues are available after translation and folding43. It is therefore plausible 481 
that assembly will take place prematurely, leading to incorrect assembly 482 
(misassembly), imposing a burden on the cell and thus decreasing cellular 483 
fitness. Here, we hypothesized that separation between the synthesis and 484 
assembly must be ensured to guarantee a complex’s stability.  485 
 One way of achieving this is to position the residues mediating the 486 
assembly towards the end of the protein, so that it is synthesized before it 487 
starts assembling. Interestingly, it has been previously shown in vitro that 488 
refolding after denaturation of homomeric proteins is more challenging than 489 
for monomeric proteins potentially due to misassembly44. This suggests that 490 
ribosomal protein synthesis may actually play a role in fine-tuning the correct 491 
assembly of homomers. 492 
 To further explore whether interface location and linker length are 493 
important for correct assembly of native proteins, we searched for E. coli 494 
homomers with full-length crystal structures, well-defined oligomerization 495 
domains and predicted post- or cotranslational folding signatures as calculated 496 
by O’Brien et al.31. We identified three such proteins meeting these criteria 497 
(Figure S10 and Supplementary Data Set 4). Two of the E. coli homomers have 498 
oligomerization domains located safely towards the C-termini, thus avoiding 499 
premature (mis)assembly. However, one of these three structures has an 500 
oligomerization domain at the N-terminus. In agreement with our prediction, 501 
the protein has a long linker right after the oligomerization domain. Moreover, 502 
the oligomerization domain is also predicted to fold posttranslationally33, 503 
which can provide an additional protection via temporal separation of folding 504 
and assembly, i.e., late assembly, to avoid misassembly. 505 
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While our work identified several other factors of the cellular environment 506 
such as the role of chaperones or and ribosome density as a countermeasure 507 
strategy to cope with homomeric misassembly, a more efficient approach 508 
would be to avoid premature assembly in the first place. In other words, 509 
evolving protein sequences to ensure a correct balance between translation, 510 
folding and assembly. The remarkable consistent results of these analyses 511 
throughout our work allow us to put forward a spatiotemporal framework that 512 
strongly supports such a primary mechanism. These factors are summarized in 513 
Figure 7.  514 
Importantly, we would like to emphasize that many other factors, including 515 
some that were examined in this work, must be involved in the critical 516 
mechanism of protein assembly. These may include the secondary structure of 517 
mRNA, ribosome density, mRNA local concentration, overall protein translation 518 
rate, assembly interface and affinity, and the aggregation propensity of each 519 
domain. We encourage others to explore these factors, as well as similarities 520 
between homomers and heteromers of bacterial operons.  521 
 Interactions between polypeptide chains are inter-molecular, stochastic 522 
events where the frequency and length of association are determined by the 523 
nature of the protein’s surface43,45. Therefore, in the confined environment of 524 
the translational milieu, where assembly may be an intra-molecular event 525 
competing with the intra-molecular folding, a single mutation can have a 526 
greater effect than anticipated. For example, a mutation that even weakly 527 
promotes a steady or transient interaction may have a significant effect on the 528 
stability of the protein. Moreover, our work may also explain directionality of 529 
truncation in circular permutation constructs46.  530 
Importantly, we now hypothesize that misassembly in the translation 531 
milieu contributes toward diseases such as the neurodegenerative Huntington’s 532 
disease (HD), via misassembly of the Huntington protein. The short N-terminal 533 
domain of the Huntington protein promotes oligomerization, and consequently 534 
significantly accelerates amyloid-formation47. It is therefore tempting to 535 
speculate that oligomerization, and thus amyloid formation, occurs in the 536 
translation milieu, which suggests new strategies for tackling this disease. 537 
  538 
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Figure Legends  539 
Figure 1. Illustration of the possible cotranslational assembly of homomeric 540 
proteins. 541 
The translation milieu, i.e. the immediate environment around the mRNA, is enriched 542 
by the translated nascent chain and protein, which for homomers immediately 543 
increases the propensity for oligomerization. Oligomerization of homomers at the 544 
translation milieu can occur cotranslationally, i.e. between nascent chains of the same 545 
mRNA or between nascent chains of identical mRNAs copies.  Alternatively 546 
oligomerization can occur between a nascent chain and a fully-translated protein. In 547 
either scenario, premature assembly (or misassembly) of partially folded proteins can 548 
occur.  549 
 550 
Figure 2. Interface residues of native homomers are C-terminally enriched, 551 
which correlates with in vivo stability of the protein. (A-B) Distribution of 552 
interface-forming residues in the N- vs. C-terminal halves of homomeric proteins. (A) 553 
Relative enrichment of interface-forming residues along the lengths of homomers, 554 
combing structures across all evolutionary groups. Residues are binned according to 555 
their position along the full-length protein (N-terminus is 0, the C-terminus is 1). Error 556 
bars represent standard error calculated from 106 bootstrapping replicates, and the p-557 
value is derived from the fact that there was a net enrichment in C-terminal interface 558 
for all replicates. (B) Relative enrichment in interface in the C-terminal halves of 559 
proteins compared to the N-terminal halves for all species with >100 non-redundant 560 
homomer structures in our dataset. Error bars represent standard error calculated 561 
from 104 bootstrapping replicates per species. The number of homomer structures per 562 
species is given in parentheses. The non-redundant sets of homomeric and 563 
heteromeric complexes are provided in Supplementary Data Set 5. (C) Image-based 564 
high-throughput screen reveals N-terminal enrichment of interface residues in 565 
aggregating homomers. The relative enrichment of interface-forming residues along 566 
the protein length is shown in green and grey for ‘Green’ and ‘Dark’ cells, respectively. 567 
(**p-value <0.01, *p-value <0.05. Error bars represent s.d.). (D) The fluorescence of the 568 
‘Green’ and ‘Dark’ cells groups is significantly different  (with p-value of 2.2e-16, Wilcox 569 
rank test). Fluorescence 0 is equal to the mean fluorescence of the negative control, i.e. 570 
E. coli cells without GFP. (E) The expression level in the ‘Dark’ homomer group is 571 
similar to that of the ‘Green’ homomer group based on the Western Blot analysis (p-572 
value from Mann-Whitney U-test 0.265) as presented in Supplementary Data Set 2.   573 
 574 
Figure 3. In vivo expression of the constructs shows that the position of the 575 
oligomerization domain is crucial for the solubility of the expressed protein. (A) 576 
Confocal microscopy images of Tet-SL-YFP and YFP-SL-Tet, with YFP reporter gene. 577 
The latter presented homogenous fluorescence throughout the cell, in stark contrast to 578 
Tet-SL-YFP. (B) A Western Blot shows that the expression level of both constructs was 579 
similar, yet only YFP-SL-Tet was present in the soluble fraction, meaning the origin of 580 
the phenotype lies in a post-transcriptional event. The full WB gel appears in Figure 581 
S4D. (C) Fluorescence levels of each strain using flow Cytometry. (D) Mean 582 
fluorescence intensity as measured in (C) (E) Co-expression of the tetrameric (Tet@N) 583 
construct with a Tet-peptide decreased the level of misassembly. The results are the 584 
mean of tetrameric-to-monomeric variants ratio (these variants differ only by a single 585 
amino acid). On the left is the ratio of these variants without co-expression of Tet-586 
peptide. On the right is the ratio of these variants, with both expressing Tet-peptide. 587 
[Independent cell culture replicates (n>5), **p-value <0.01, *p-value <0.05, double 588 
sided t-test. Error bars represent s.d.]. 589 
 590 
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Figure 4. Extending the linker decreases misassembly rates.  591 
(A) Scheme of the different constructs. All constructs have an oligomerization domain 592 
at the N-terminus. The comparison is between tetrameric and monomeric variants, 593 
which differ by a single amino acid. The medium- (ML), and long (LL) linkers are one, 594 
and two flexible lipoyl domains, respectively. On the right is an unscaled diagram of 595 
the nascent-chain ribosome complexes after the translation of the linker and before 596 
the reporter exit the ribosome tunnel. (B) Flow cytometry analysis provides us with 597 
the ratio of the fluorescence of tetrameric-to-monomeric variants, which is 598 
proportional to the length of the linker. This reason for this correlation could be 599 
associated with the increased distance between translated reporter polypeptides, or 600 
due to the presence of the soluble linker serving as a barrier between the translating 601 
reporters. (C) Confocal microscopy images of constructs with fGFP or GFP reporter 602 
genes. Similarly to the long-linker YFP variants, fGFP shows high fluorescence without 603 
a significant difference between the monomeric and tetrameric variants (no saturation 604 
was allowed). For the GFP variants, a strong effect is observed under the same 605 
conditions. (D) Flow cytometry analysis of the mean ratio of tetrameric-to-monomeric 606 
variants for each reporter gene. As seen in (C), no significant difference was observed 607 
between the fGFP variants. However a 3.5-fold higher fluorescence was observed for 608 
the GFP monomeric compared to tetrameric variants. [Flow cytometry plots are 609 
available in Figure S5. Independent cell culture replicates (n>5), **p-value <0.01, *p-610 
value <0.05, double sided t-test. Error bars represent s.d.]. 611 
 612 
Figure 5. Misassembly as a function of oligomerization, folding-rate and 613 
ribosome density, using PURE in vitro translation system.  614 
(A) The fluorescence difference between the tetrameric and monomeric variants of 615 
fast folding (fGFP) and slow folding GFP. The value of the tetrameric construct was 616 
divided by the monomeric constructs of the same reporter gene and presented as 617 
average. (B) The fluorescence difference between high and low [mRNA:ribosome] 618 
ratio. The GFP tetrameric variants showed a decrease in solubility in comparison to the 619 
monomeric variant, a difference that is rescued if the conditions are shifted towards 620 
monosomic conditions. fGFP variants show the same solubility in both polysomic and 621 
monosomic conditions. In vivo and in vitro experiments were conducted using the slow 622 
folded Luciferase reporter gene, showing the exact same trends as for the slow folding 623 
GFP. (C) Fast and slow GFP folding reporters were tested using three chaperone 624 
groups, KJE-mix, GroE-mix, and Trigger Factor. Interestingly, only slow folding GFP 625 
was affected by chaperones, and only by the KJE-mix. (D) Summary of the effect of the 626 
different chaperones on GFP, fGFP and Luc sub-libraries. The data is presented as the 627 
ratio of signal in a sample with chaperones vs. expression in the absence of chaperones. 628 
Measurements were repeated at least three times and averaged (see Supplementary 629 
Methods). Overall, the effect of the KJE-mix chaperones correlated with oligomeric 630 
state, i.e. tetramer versus monomer and with folding-rate, i.e., fast- and slow-folding 631 
proteins. The highest rescue effect was achieved for the tetrameric slow folding Luc 632 
and GFP. (p-value * < 0.05, ** < 0.01, NS = Not Significant, double sided t-test. Error 633 
bars represent s.d.). 634 
 635 
Figure 6. In silico simulation of translation of different constructs.  636 
(A) Simulation snapshot of cotranslational folding of two neighboring nascent chains 637 
of Tet-SL-YFP and YFP-SL-Tet. Composite plot showing regions typically sampled by 638 
the two nascent Tet-SL-YFP chains up to the point at which the translation of the first 639 
chain was completed. The leading ribosome is shown on the left. (B-C) Cotranslational 640 
events as captured by simulations of polysomic translation. The relative positioning of 641 
the two ribosomes as found previously41. The blue and pink over the ribosomes 642 
represent positively and negatively charged amino acids, respectively. In the case of 643 
Tet-SL-YFP the two chains intermingle, as the oligomerization domains assemble 644 
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cotranslationally. (C) Same as (B) but showing a typical result for the YFP-SL-Tet 645 
construct, that is no intermingling of the two nascent chains occurs because the 646 
oligomerization domains were not translated yet and thus remain unassembled. (D) 647 
Simulation snapshot showing the cotranslational assembly of two neighbouring 648 
nascent chains. The leading ribosome is shown on the left. Tet is in red and YFP in 649 
yellow. (E) Table showing the number of co- or post-translational (in brackets) 650 
assembly events, misassembly-like events and total number of simulations.  651 
 652 
Figure 7. Summary scheme. Cotranslational (mis)assembly and consequences as a 653 
function of sequence-intrinsic features. (A) The propensity to assemble requires 654 
generation of a sufficiently folded interface. Then, influenced by the frequency and 655 
nature of the interface encounters, a successful assembly (right) or misassembly (left) 656 
occurs. For instance the oligomerization domain position, the length of the linker and 657 
folding rate of the reporter-domain are a few of the determining factors in this balance 658 
(Red circle mature protein). (B) The factors explored in this work that determine 659 
successful assembly. (C) Successful cotranslational assembly depends on the balance 660 
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Online Methods 800 
 801 
Structural analysis of interface location. The entire set of X-ray crystal 802 
structures was taken from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) on 2015-03-19. Only 803 
protein chains >30 residues in length were considered, and structures with 804 
>10% non-protein heavy atoms (ignoring water) were excluded. Structures with 805 
known quaternary structure assignment errors48 were excluded. Structures 806 
were then filtered for sequence redundancy at the level of 50% sequence 807 
identity, as previously described49. Two non-redundant datasets were 808 
generated: i) redundancy filtering was performed across all structures; ii) 809 
redundancy filtering was performed only for members of the same species, for 810 
the species-specific dataset in Figure 2B. The non-redundant sets of homomeric 811 
and heteromeric complexes are provided in Supplementary Data Set 5. 812 
Residue-specific solvent accessible surface area was calculated as in Ref50. The 813 
amount of interface formed by a residue was taken as the differences between 814 
its accessible surface area as a monomer and its accessible surface area within 815 
the complex. Each structured residue within a PDB structure was then mapped 816 
back to its position in the corresponding Uniprot sequence (taken from the PDB 817 
db_id field), and its relative position within the full-length protein was used for 818 
all analyses. To control for the fact that residues along the length of a 819 
polypeptide chain are not all equally likely to occur at the protein surface and 820 
thus form interface (see Figure S2C), the interface enrichment is normalized by 821 
the overall distribution of solvent exposed residues in the monomeric subunits. 822 
Finally, the C-terminal enrichment indicates the overall normalized interface 823 
enrichment in the entire C-terminal half relative to the N-terminal half.  824 
A bootstrapping strategy was used to calculate the error bars and p-values in 825 
Figure 2 and Figure S1. In short, the homomer or heteromer dataset used for 826 
each plot was randomly resampled 104 or 106 times, importantly allowing 827 
multiple instances of the same protein to be present in each interaction. Error 828 
bars were calculated as the standard deviation of the bootstrapping replicates, 829 
whereas p-values were calculated as the frequency in which the N- vs. C-terminal 830 
enrichments were greater than observed in the real dataset. 831 
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Note that there are two species which appear as outliers in the trend for C-832 
terminal enrichment of interface residues. Only the hyperthermophilic 833 
anaerobic archaeon Pyrococcus horikoshii showed an opposite trend, which 834 
could reflect its unique habitat. In addition, although the enrichment appears to 835 
be much stronger in Rattus norvegicus than in other eukaryotes, it is likely that 836 
this is due to the types of rat proteins with structures available and the relatively 837 
small size of the dataset, as when the human orthologs of those rat proteins are 838 
considered, a similar enrichment is observed (Figure S1F). 839 
 840 
Screening Escherichia coli homomers for their misassembly phenotypes. 841 
Cell preparation. The C-terminal GFP fusion version of the E. coli K-12 Open 842 
Reading Frame Archive library (ASKA) was grown in the original host strain E. 843 
coli K-12 AG151 in 96-well plates (growth conditions: 37°C, 280 rpm, LB 844 
medium). Following overnight growth, expression was induced for 2 hours by 845 
0.1 mM IPTG in the fully-grown culture at 37°C. From the induced cultures 0.2 846 
µL were carried over using a pin tool replicator into black CellCarrier-96 plates 847 
(PerkinElmer). In this plate each well had been supplemented with 100 µl of 1 848 
µg/mL 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) in mineral salts minimal medium 849 
(MS-minimal) without any carbon source. Prior the microscopic analysis, cells 850 
were centrifuged down to the bottom of the 96 well plates.  851 
Imaging. Microscopy was done using a PerkinElmer Operetta microscope. Four 852 
sites were acquired per well. Laser-based autofocus was performed at each 853 
imaging position. Images of two channels (DAPI and GFP) were collected using a 854 
60x high-NA objective to visualize the cell and the aggregation states of the 855 
homomers, respectively. At every site and every fluorescent channel 5 images 856 
were taken at different z positions with 0.5 μm shifts. These images were used 857 
for a perfect focus algorithm. Cellular properties of about 1000 cells of each 858 
homomer-expressing strain were extracted from the images, including the 859 
localization of the GFP signal within the cell.  860 
Image Analysis. Images were pre-processed using the CIDRE algorithm5 to 861 
remove uneven illumination. A perfect focus algorithm was developed to locally 862 
select the best z image plane and create an image that contains the highest 863 
contrast cells. To identify cells and extract their properties, the CellProfiler 864 
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program53 was used with custom modifications. First, image intensities were 865 
rescaled. Then, cells were identified on the DAPI signal using Otsu adaptive 866 
threshold and a Watershed algorithm to split touching cells. Cellular features 867 
such as intensity, texture, and morphology were extracted. 868 
Phenotypic Classification using Machine Learning. Supervised classification 869 
of cells into predefined groups was done using the Advanced Cell Classifier 870 
software (4). The cellular phenotypes were (i) no GFP signal (fluorescence level 871 
equaled to that of the negative control without GFP) (ii) homogenous GFP signal 872 
(cells show equally distributed GFP signal throughout the whole cell). Cells that 873 
did not fit into these two categories were discarded. For the automated decision, 874 
an artificial neural network method was used based on the Weka package54.  875 
Based on this cell classification, the homomers were assigned to one of the two 876 
classes, depending on which phenotype was predominant in the cell population. 877 
We considered a homomer as ‘Dark’ only if more than 50% of the cells were 878 
dark. Where more than 50% of the cells showed homogeneous green 879 
fluorescence, the homomer was classified as ’Green’, which we refer to as 880 
soluble homomers. 881 
Due to the large number of cells, the classification of the phenotypes and image 882 
analysis of the data was parallelized using high performance desktop PCs. 883 
Western Blot (WB). Using western blot analysis, we tested if homomers with 884 
predominantly ‘Dark’ cells are expressed in the samples and the lack of 885 
fluorescence signal is not the result of compromised expression from the ASKA 886 
plasmids. To this aim, the ASKA clones of all the ‘Dark’ homomers were 887 
inoculated for overnight growth, and expression was induced for 2 hours in the 888 
same way as for the image analysis described above. Following expression, cells 889 
were harvested by centrifugation (~13,000g) and the pellets were re-suspended 890 
in 2xSDS-sample buffer, adjusting its volume to the cell number. After boiling the 891 
samples for 5 minutes, equal amount of total proteins in 5 µL were separated on 892 
10% SDS-polyacrylamide gel (PAGE). Gels were either stained with Coomassie 893 
Brilliant Blue (CBB) for justifying equal loading or transferred onto PVDF 894 
membranes (Amersham, GE Healthcare Lifescience) proceeding further for 895 
western blotting. Next, membranes were blocked in 5% milk powder-0.05% 896 
Tween20 in TBS (25mM Tris-Cl, pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl) buffer (TBST) for an hour 897 
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at room temperature (RT). Anti-GFP (Chromotek) was used as primary antibody 898 
diluted in 5% milk powder-TBST (1:1000) buffer for overnight incubation at 899 
40C. After washing with TBST buffer to remove the excess of antibody, 900 
membranes were incubated with secondary antibody diluted in 2.5 % milk-901 
powder-TBST buffer (1:10000) for an hour on RT. After washing the membranes 902 
in TBST buffer, signals were developed by a standard chemiluminescent western 903 
blot detection method (Thermo Scientific). Signals were converted into black 904 
and white images and then the Image J program was used for quantifying the 905 
western blot results (degradation products were not counted). Band area was 906 
then corrected by eliminating the background value and was normalized to a 907 
relative value with the positive control present in each western blots 908 
(Supplementary Data Set 1). To determine the expression level threshold below 909 
which GFP fluorescence cannot be detected, we also performed Western blot 910 
assays on a set of 23 ‘Green’ homomers. ‘Dark’ homomers below this expression 911 
level (i.e. with weak or no expression) were removed from the dataset and only 912 
those ‘Dark’ homomers were considered as co-translationally aggregating in the 913 
downstream analysis, which gave a relative band area of ≥0.25 in the western 914 
blot analysis. GFP positive degradation products were not counted. Information 915 
on all ‘Green’ and ‘Dark’ homomers can be found in Supplementary Data Set 1. 916 
 917 
Cell culture and expression. A single colony was picked into a 2xTY media 918 
with 40mg/l kanamycin and allowed to grow overnight (O/N) at 37°C. A fresh 919 
media was inoculated with the O/N culture and let grow while vigorously 920 
shaken until it reached OD600=0.4-0.6. The culture was then induced with a final 921 
concentration of 0.1mM Isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG). Cells 922 
were left to grow at 37°C or 18°C for 3hr or 15hr, respectively (for flow 923 
cytometery experiments), or for 4-6hr at 37°C for protein purification. For co-924 
expression experiments, the media had both kanamycin and ampicillin for a 925 
positive selective of cells containing the plasmid with the construct (Tet-SL-YFP 926 
or Mono-SL-YFP) and plasmid containing the TetD peptide, respectively.   927 
 928 
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Protein purification. As described previously55, the induced cells were 929 
harvested and left at -20°C. The frozen cells were then resuspended in a cold ice 930 
lysis buffer [50mM NaCl, Tris pH=7.2, ®-mercaptoethanol (Sigma-Aldrich), 931 
Complete Protease Inhibitor (Roche), and RNAse and DNAse from Bovine 932 
pancreas (Sigma-Aldrich)] and sonicated. After centrifugation, the supernatant 933 
was loaded on a 1ml Anionic column (GE Healthcare) or 5ml HisTrap column 934 
(GE Healthcare) and eluted with a gradient of 1M NaCl or 500mM Imidazole 935 
buffer, respectively. For the tetrameric constructs the proteins were eluted at 936 
high Imidazole concentration (>150mM). The elution was dialyzed against 937 
150mM NaCl, 20mM Tris pH=7.2 buffer and loaded on Gel Filtration HiLoad 938 
16/600 Superdex 200 (GE Healthcare) connected to ÄKTAPurifier FPLC systems 939 
(GE Healthcare). All constructs were 90-95% pure as determined by 4-12% Bis-940 
Tris SDS page gel. 941 
 942 
Western Blot (WB). Cells were grown and expressed as described above. The 943 
cells were shortly centrifuged (~13,000g), frozen at -20°C and resuspended on 944 
ice using Tris-buffer. The cells were centrifuged using a temperature controlled 945 
bench centrifuge (Eppendorf) at 4°C for 30min. Pellet and supernatant were 946 
separated. A second round of resuspension was conducted followed by 947 
centrifugation to verify that all soluble proteins were extracted. No additional 948 
protein was found at that stage. Samples were heated at 95°C for 5min with 949 
loading buffer (NuPAGE Novex, LifeTechnologies). The exact same volume was 950 
loaded into 4-12% Bis-Tris SDS page gel (NuPAGE Novex, invitrogen) in MES 951 
buffer (2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid). Each sample was run twice on 952 
different gels to eliminate the possibility of loading inconsistency and other 953 
technical issues. Blotting and transfer was conducted with iBlot® Gel Transfer 954 
(Life Technologies). The membranes were incubated in PBST [PBS, 0.1% Tween 955 
(v/v)] and 2% BSA for blocking O/N or 2hr at 4°C or at room temperature, 956 
respectively. Primary rabbit monoclonal antibody (Anti-HA Tag, Millipore) was 957 
diluted in PBST (1:5,000) and was detected using a secondary antibody that was 958 
diluted in PBST (1:1000). To remove the excess of secondary antibodies, we 959 
washed with PBST. For detection we used Amersham ECL Western Blotting 960 
detection kit (GE Healthcare, Life Sciences) and V3 Western Workflow (GE 961 
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Healthcare, Life Sciences) in 1-10sec increments. Measurements were repeated 962 
at least three times showing consistency between repeats. 963 
 964 
Flow Cytometry. The cultures were grown and induced as described above. The 965 
overnight expression of each construct was divided into three replicates before 966 
induction, and each sample was measured separately. Each measurement was 967 
triplicated and repeated at least three times on different days using different 968 
colonies. The cultures were incubated at 18°C for 10-15hr before being 969 
measured. The culture was centrifuged briefly (~15sec at 13,000g), 970 
resuspended and diluted with PBS thereafter. The sample was measured using 971 
BD LSRII and a BD LSRFortessa (Becton Dickinson) with a 488nm laser and 972 
detection at 525nm. Samples were sent for sequencing for verification after 973 
measurements took place.  974 
 975 
Flow cytometry data analysis. Data was analysed using FlowJo software 976 
(version 10.0.6). To discriminate doublets, SSC-H was aligned against SSC-W, 977 
and the appropriate gating was applied. Then the population was divided into 978 
fluorescent and non-fluorescent sub-populations, where the median value of the 979 
former was extracted.  Fluorescence levels of the same variants measured on the 980 
same day were averaged, and the ratio between the tetrameric and monomeric 981 
pair, i.e. of the same sub-library, was calculated. Measurements were repeated 982 
using different colonies on different days. The tetrameric-to-monomeric values 983 
were then averaged. Standard deviation (Excel) was calculated and t-test used to 984 
determine significance.  985 
 986 
Confocal Microscopy. Cells were grown as described above and were induced 987 
for 4-7hr, then washed with PBS three times and allowed to adhere in pre-988 
treated slides for a few minutes, images were acquired soon after. The images 989 
were taken using Zeiss710 (Carl Zeiss) with an objective of 63x, an excitation 990 
laser of 525 nm and emission window between 581nm and 750nm. At least 100 991 
cells were captured for each strain and growth condition. We used a Leica DMRB 992 
microscope equipped with a Leica DC-200 camera. Images were taken at a 993 
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magnification of 160x using a filter for GFP excitation (450–495nm) and an 994 
emission filter (515–560nm). Samples were sent to sequencing for strain 995 
verification after measurements took place. 996 
 997 
Native Mass Spectrometry. Intact mass spectrometry measurements were 998 
performed on a Waters Synapt (first generation) HDMS system modified for high 999 
mass transmission as previously described56. Samples were buffer exchanged 1000 
into 200 mM ammonium acetate solution using Bio-spin 6 (Bio-Rad) columns. 1001 
Typically, 3 µL of sample was loaded into gold-coated capillaries prepared in-1002 
house57 and mounted into a static nanospray source allowing the application of 1003 
high voltage to the capillary. The instrument operating parameters were: 1004 
capillary voltage 1.1-1.5 kV, sample cone 60-100 V, extraction cone 3 V, 1005 
trap/transfer collision cells were maintained at 5.52x10-2 mbar and 10-20 V 1006 
collision voltage, Backing pressure 6x10-3 mbar. Data was analysed using the 1007 
MassLynx software. Tandem MS experiments were performed applying 1008 
collision-induced dissociation from the trap collision cell of the instrument on 1009 
the parent ions isolated using the quadrupole.  1010 
 1011 
Tecan200. The OD600 of the overnight cultures was measured and diluted 1012 
accordingly to a final value of 0.1 in a fresh 2xTY solution with the suitable 1013 
antibiotics. To each strain IPTG was added to a final concentration of 0.1mM. 1014 
The samples were then allocated in triplicates in 96-wells plate and measured 1015 
while growing for 24hr. The measurements were repeated on different days 1016 
using different colonies. Using i-control™ (Tecan) temperature (37°C) and the 1017 
shaking-reading cycles were determined. Absorbance measurements were at 1018 
600nm and fluorescence at 485±9nm/535±20nm wavelength for 1019 
emission/excitation, respectively. 1020 
Tecan analysis (R+). The triplicate average of OD600 values was taken at each 1021 
time point, and growth curves were fitted with a spline algorithm from the 1022 
'grofit' package in R. Confidence intervals were computed by bootstrapping. 1023 
 1024 
In vivo Luciferase expression.  The cultures were grown and induced as 1025 
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described above. About 10uL of the induced media was lysed in 50μL of Passive 1026 
Lysis Buffer (Promega). Expression levels of active luciferase were evaluated by 1027 
luminescence signal of 2μL aliquot of the lysate. Dual-Glo Luciferase Substrate 1028 
(Promega) was dispensed to the lysate and the luminescence signal was 1029 
measured using a microwell plate reader (Varioskan Flash, Thermo Scientific). 1030 
Total protein level was evaluated using Western Blot analyses using anti-HA tag 1031 
antibody and DyLight 649-conjugated ant-mouse IgG as the first and second 1032 
antibodies, respectively. Blotting and binding reaction of antibodies were 1033 
performed using iBlot Gel Transfer and iBind Western System (Life 1034 
Technologies). Fluorescence signal on the membrane was imaged by 1035 
fluorescence scanner (FLA-5100, GE Helthcare) using 633 nm excitation and 665 1036 
nm emission, and signal intensities were calculated by the Multi Gauge software 1037 
(Fuji Film). 1038 
 1039 
PURE System. DNA templates encoding the reporter gene constructs were 1040 
prepared by PCR amplification from appropriate plasmids using T7 promoter 1041 
and T7 terminator primers. mRNAs were transcribed in vitro using Thermo T7 1042 
Transcription Kit (Toyobo) and purified using RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen) followed 1043 
by Centrisep Spin Column (Princeton). PURE system solution (PUREfrex), in 1044 
which Release Factor 1, Release Factor 2, and ribosomes were removed, was 1045 
purchased from GeneFrontier Corp. For a polysomic translation, mRNA and 1046 
ribosome (GeneFrontier) were mixed in the reaction solution of 60nM and 1047 
3.0μM, respectively. For a monosomic translation, mRNA and ribosome 1048 
(GeneFrontier) were mixed in the reaction solution of 1.8μM and 0.6μM, 1049 
respectively. It should be noted that when constructs with YFP were translated, 1050 
tRNA concentration in the reaction mixture was reduced to 20% of that 1051 
specified by the manufacturer. Translation reaction was performed at 37°C for 1052 
15min, and terminated by addition of 20μM puromycin followed by 10min 1053 
incubation at 37°C. To evaluate expression levels of active florescent proteins, 1054 
aliquots (2μL) of translated products were diluted in PBS containing 0.01% 1055 
Tween 20 (50μL) and fluorescence signals of YFP and GFP (fGFP and GFP) were 1056 
measured immediately or after 24hr incubation at 25°C, respectively, using 1057 
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488nm excitation and 530nm emission. To evaluate expression levels of active 1058 
luciferase, aliquots (2μL) of translated products were diluted in PBS containing 1059 
0.01% Tween 20 (70μL), and luminescence signals were measured after 1060 
addition of Dual-Glo Luciferase Substrate. Total protein expression levels in the 1061 
translated products were quantified by Western Blotting according to the above 1062 
procedure. Correct folding of each construct was calculated as the ratio between 1063 
the fluorescence signals and total protein as established by WB. The value of the 1064 
tetrameric construct was then divided by the monomeric constructs of the same 1065 
reporter gene. All measurements were repeated at least three times on different 1066 
days, and the results presented are the average of those repeats. It should be 1067 
noted that when luciferase was used as a reporter-gene, western blotting was 1068 
performed using Alkaline Phosphatase-conjugated anti-mouse IgG as the second 1069 
antibody, and colorimetric signal was obtained by using Western Blue Stabilized 1070 
Substrate for Alkaline Phosphatase (Promega).  1071 
PURE-Chaperones. Similarly to the above protocol, to the PUREfrex mix 1072 
(polysomic conditions) we added DnaK/DnaJ/GrpE mixture (GeneFrontier) or 1073 
GroEL/GroES (GeneFrontier), or trigger factor (a generous gift of Dr. Guenter 1074 
Kramer) as previously reported58, to evaluate the effect of these chaperones on 1075 
the folding of reporter proteins. Signal as fluorescence or luminescence, and WB 1076 
for each measurement were measured for samples with or without the different 1077 
chaperone mix hues / TF. Each experiment was repeated three times, the 1078 
averaged values of the different experiments are presented in Figure S8. The 1079 
ratio of with/without chaperones result are presented in Figure 5D.  1080 
 1081 
Simulation. Molecular simulations of the conformational behavior of the 1082 
nascent-chain constructs were performed using protocols similar to those used 1083 
in previous work by us59. Both the nascent-chains and the ribosomes were 1084 
modeled using residue-level, coarse-grained representations and the 1085 
conformational dynamics of both molecules were simulated using the technique 1086 
of Brownian dynamics60.   1087 
Structures used in the simulations: 70S ribosomes were modeled using the E. 1088 
coli structure solved by Agirrezabala et al.61. Two such ribosomes were arranged 1089 
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in the “i:i+3” geometry identified in tomographic reconstructions of E. coli 1090 
polyribosomes62; this arrangement was selected for simulation as it places the 1091 
exit tunnels for the two nascent-chains in closest proximity and thereby 1092 
maximizes the chances of observing co-translational assembly events. The 1093 
structures of all p53/YFP constructs were built using the PDB files 1GFL for 1094 
YFP63 and 1C26 for the p53 oligomerization domain64. Homology modeling was 1095 
performed using the program SwissModel65 and missing loops were constructed 1096 
using the program66. The following constructs were simulated: Tet-SL-YFP, YFP-1097 
SL-Tet, and Tet-LL-YFP; structures of these three constructs in their modeled, 1098 
native conformations are shown in Figure S9. Note that due to the 1099 
computational expense of the simulations we considered only the formation of 1100 
dimeric constructs in the simulations. 1101 
Energetic calculations for the simulations: As in our previous work59, all 1102 
nascent-chain constructs were modeled using standard molecular mechanics 1103 
bond stretch, angle and dihedral terms with steric interactions applied to 1104 
prevent pseudoatoms from overlapping with each other. To enable the native 1105 
constructs to fold correctly, additional favorable Lennard-Jones potential 1106 
functions were used to reward the formation of known native contacts. As in our 1107 
previous work59 native contacts were defined as any pair of residues for which 1108 
any pair of heavy atoms were within 5.5 Å in the native state. For the YFP 1109 
domain, the energy well-depth assigned to native contacts was set to 0.6 1110 
kcal/mol, a value that we have previously shown provides a good description of 1111 
the (intra-molecular) folding thermodynamics of typical single domain 1112 
proteins59. For the p53 oligomerization domain, a somewhat deeper well-depth 1113 
of 1.2 kcal/mol was used to ensure that intermolecular contacts, if formed, 1114 
remained stable during the simulations; these native intermolecular contacts 1115 
were defined using chains A and C of the crystal structure of the p53 1116 
oligomerization domain67. Electrostatic interactions between the nascent-chains 1117 
and with the ribosomes were modeled using the Debye-Hückel approximation, 1118 
with a cutoff of 25 Å and an assumed ionic strength of 150 mM; charges were 1119 
assigned to each residue using the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation assuming a 1120 
pH of 7.6 and model pKa values taken from a literature survey of pKa values in 1121 
proteins68.   1122 
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All simulations were performed using software written in-house and using the 1123 
Langevin dynamics algorithm developed as an extension of the Ermak-1124 
McCammon algorithm by the Geyer group69. Simulations were performed at 1125 
310K, with the solvent dielectric constant and viscosity set to the corresponding 1126 
experimental values for water. All pseudoatoms of the nascent-chain constructs 1127 
and the ribosomes were allowed to move in the simulations, but harmonic 1128 
restraints were applied to the ribosome atoms to ensure that its overall 1129 
structure was maintained. During the periods in which synthesis of the nascent-1130 
chains was simulated, the C-terminal four residues of each nascent-chain were 1131 
harmonically restrained to modeled positions in the ribosome 1132 
peptidyltransferase active site. To ensure rapid conformational diffusion of the 1133 
unrestrained parts of the nascent-chains, and of the entire chain at the 1134 
completion of synthesis, their intramolecular hydrodynamic interactions were 1135 
explicitly modeled in the simulations using the Rotne-Prager-Yamakawa level of 1136 
theory as implemented in our previous work70. The diffusion tensors describing 1137 
these hydrodynamic interactions were updated every 100 ps and the Cholesky 1138 
decompositions required for the generation of correlated random displacements 1139 
were calculated using the fast parallelized code developed by Hogg et. al. A time-1140 
step of 50 fs was used in all simulations, with new amino acids added to the 1141 
growing nascent-chains every 160,000-simulation steps, i.e., every 8 ns. This is 1142 
clearly much faster than occurs in real life, but this issue is mitigated by the fact 1143 
that the simulated folding timescales of the domains are also similarly 1144 
accelerated relative to their experimental values59.  1145 
 1146 
We have estimated previously that in the “i:i+3” arrangement of the two 1147 
ribosomes, the nascent-chain at ribosome “i” is likely to be ~72 amino acids 1148 
longer than the chain at ribosome “i+3”62; we therefore allowed synthesis of the 1149 
first nascent-chain to reach 72 amino acids before synthesis of the second chain 1150 
was begun. Once fully synthesized, both nascent-chains were free to leave the 1151 
ribosome. During each simulation, the numbers of intramolecular and 1152 
intermolecular native contacts within and between the nascent-chains were 1153 
monitored in order to determine the extents of folding and assembly; contacts 1154 
were considered to have been successfully formed if two residues were within a 1155 
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factor of 1.2 of their separation distance in the native structures. And 1156 
misassembly was defined as a stable non-native contact between two YFP 1157 
domains. To obtain an estimate of the uncertainties in the simulated behaviors, 1158 
all constructs were simulated 20 times, with a different series of random 1159 
displacements60 ensuring independence of the trajectories.   1160 
 1161 
Structural analysis of E. coli multidomain homomers. All E. coli protein 1162 
structures and their corresponding interface residues were identified as above. 1163 
Protein residue positions were mapped to their respective UniProt protein 1164 
position and their protein domain definitions according to the Structural 1165 
Classification Of proteins (SCOP) and the Protein Family Database (Pfam) using 1166 
the Structure Integration with Function, Taxonomy and Sequences resource 1167 
(SIFTS)71 API in a customized Python script. All protein complex structures that 1168 
have more than one SCOP or PFAM domain and are homomers were extracted 1169 
(196 E. coli multi-domain protein structures, out of which 150 were homomers). 1170 
To only identify proteins where the whole protein rather than single domains or 1171 
fragments have been crystallized, only structures that cover at least 95% of the 1172 
UNIPROT sequence were used (91 protein structures).  1173 
To determine which of these proteins have their interface localized in an 1174 
‘oligomerization domain’ and resemble the architecture of the p53-GFP 1175 
construct in this study, for every position of the protein interface structures, the 1176 
relative interface contribution of each domain (defined as the fraction of total 1177 
buried surface area (BSA) provided by all residues of a domain) was computed. 1178 
5 structures had >95% of their interface region in one domain (as defined by 1179 
Pfam and SCOP). The linker-length between the domains was determined as the 1180 
uniprot residues that separate the respective Pfam domains of each protein 1181 
structure. 1182 
The isolated structures were mapped to their translational folding-rates using 1183 
the data generated by O'Brien72 et. al. by using the generated PDB to uniprot 1184 
mapping. Four of the five proteins had translational folding-rates associated. 1185 
 1186 
Protein complex immunoprecipitation (Co-IP). A strain with an ‘empty 1187 
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vector’ and the strains that express the tetrameric N-terminus (Tet-SL-YFP) and 1188 
C-terminus (YFP-SL-Tet) constructs were harvested a few hours after induction.  1189 
Then the cells content were mixed with magnetic beads covered with anti-HA 1190 
antibodies. Both constructs had a C-terminal HA-tag (Pierce HA-Tag Magnetic 1191 
IP/Co-IP Kit). Proteins were eluted and run on a SDS gel. Bands that appeared to 1192 
be different between the samples were extracted (1-2mm) and the excised 1193 
protein gel pieces were placed in a well of a 96-well microtitre plate and 1194 
destained with 50% v/v acetonitrile and 50mM ammonium bicarbonate, 1195 
reduced with 10mM DTT, and alkylated with 55mM iodoacetamide. After 1196 
alkylation, proteins were digested with 6ng/µL Trypsin (Promega) overnight at 1197 
37°C.   The resulting peptides were extracted in 2% v/v formic acid, 2% v/v 1198 
acetonitrile. The digest was analyzed by nano-scale capillary LC-MS/MS using an 1199 
Ultimate U3000 HPLC (Thermo Scientific Dionex) to deliver a flow of 1200 
approximately 300nL/min.  A C18 Acclaim PepMap100 5µm, 100 µm x 20 mm 1201 
nanoViper (Thermo Scientific), trapped the peptides prior to separation on a C18 1202 
Acclaim PepMap100 3µm, 75µm x 150mm nanoViper (Thermo Scientific Dionex). 1203 
Peptides were eluted with a gradient of acetonitrile.  The analytical column 1204 
outlet was directly interfaced via a modified nano-flow electrospray ionisation 1205 
source, with a hybrid dual pressure linear ion trap mass spectrometer (Orbitrap 1206 
Velos, Thermo Scientific).  Data dependent analysis was carried out, using a 1207 
resolution of 30,000 for the full MS spectrum, followed by ten MS/MS spectra in 1208 
the linear ion trap.  MS spectra were collected over an m/z range of 300–2000.  1209 
MS/MS scans were collected using threshold energy of 35 for collision induced-1210 
dissociation.  LC-MS/MS data were then searched against a protein database 1211 
(UniProtKB) using the Mascot search engine software (Matrix Science).  Database 1212 
search parameters were set with a precursor tolerance of 5 ppm and a fragment 1213 
ion mass tolerance of 0.8 Da.  Two missed enzyme cleavages were allowed and 1214 
variable modifications for oxidized methionine, carbamidomethyl cysteine, 1215 
pyroglutamic acid, phosphorylated serine, threonine and tyrosine were 1216 
included.  MS/MS data were validated using the Scaffold software (Proteome 1217 
Software Inc.).  All data were additionally interrogated manually. 1218 
The influence of chaperons on homomeric and heteromeric complexes in E. coli 1219 
was investigated using the dataset from Ref72. The depletion of misfolded 1220 
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homomeric and heteromeric protein complexes from the soluble fraction of E. 1221 
Coli mutants with ΔKJT deletion (DnaK/DnaJ and TF are deleted) was visualized 1222 
using R scripts (data from Table S8 in "Change in abundance in insoluble 1223 
fraction”73). In addition, the interaction of homomeric and heteromeric complex 1224 
proteins with DnaK (PD/BG ratio, data from Table S2 in same paper73) was 1225 
analyzed. The relative frequencies were normalized to account for the number 1226 
of homomeric and heteromeric complexes. 1227 
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